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Most journalists have long stopped discussing the Audi R8. This is the danger that comes with the automotive business: Focus on the next big thing you may lose sight of recent achievements. But I started thinking about sports car again this week, prompted by a review and a eulogy from Patrick George Jalopnik one of the last first-generation R8s.The R8, Audi's first true sports car, was launched in 2006.
When new, it was a revolutionary, $100,000 halo car and a bold challenge to the Porsche 911. Audi sold more than 50,000 and made a bunch of variations. After almost a decade of production, the first generation of the car is forgiven. It should be replaced next year with a new version based on the Lamborghini Hurac'n. Before we turn to a new generation though, there are lessons to be learned from the
old, on how to make something fresh, different, and bold. And how the lever shift made popular in the 1960s can do you a ton of good in the 21st century. Defying the PorscheLong before it hit the showrooms, the mid-engined, two-seater R8 was sent dead on a Porsche 911. It was an act of startling arrogance. The Porsche had a sharp chassis, charming features, striking thrust from the rear-wheel-drive
engine and the weight of more than 40 years of history. Audi specializes in all-wheel-drive sedans and coupes, pairing performance for comfort, practicality of four seats, and a large trunk. He had little but rally success (only matching with a car like this) and a number of recent, if record-breaking, victories in the 24 Hours of Le Mans. The latter helped to give the new car its name. If you go against an
established champion, you either have to beat him in your own game or make your own win. Audi had no real alternative but to do something completely different. So the R8 threw practicality out the window. So the R8 threw practicality out the window, down the fire escape, and onto the street where it was hit by a city bus. The interior consisted of two people and possibly a purse. The R8 looked different,
in an exciting way. One AudiA trunk lived in the nose of the car1 (engine, 4.2-liter V-8, sat behind the driver). It was great as such things go, but as a package, Audi didn't encourage schlepping the family around. This encouraged the escape of the family on the red line and shacking with a jackbooted German girl named Ilsa. It was stylized like nothing before or after, obviously Teutonic, and all the
expensive sports cars should be. Before driving the R8, most journalists thought that 911 would eat it alive. Audi had no experience doing anything like that. Porsche was too involved, too immersed in history. All this, in their opinion, can not be reproduced from scratch. In terms of sales, the R8 did not topple the 911. From any other angle, it was a raging success. In the era of homogenization and
outsourcing, it felt like it came from somewhere. Instead of trying out a Porsche Porsche, engineers Chose a unique unique Remote steering, emphasis on ride quality, and relaxed, rear biased, all-wheel-drive chassis. The R8 shared components with the Lamborghini Gallardo (an Italian company like Audi, owned by Volkswagen), but with a smarter interior and a much lower price. It cost a little more than
the base 911 Carrera and offered a similar performance, but felt a hundred times more exotic. Much of this was because Audi paid attention to the details. Finishing and styling the signals, nice little-ha! Moments such as exposed carbon side panels and interior are dappled with satin aluminum. The cabin is so insulated and comfortable, it made the 911 seem like torture on the highway. Whatever it is, an
R8 driving journalist friend once told me: Germans don't do it. Most of all, it was a smelly hoot to ride. Don't underestimate how hard it is to achieve this. A surprising number of companies are getting it wrong, in part because emotions are difficult to quantify. You can't turn a sexy wing into a value spreadsheet, and you can't justify the oily steering in PowerPoint. Thanks to a careful selection of engineers,
the R8 was more refined and less masculine than the 911. It wasn't perfect, but the buckles felt like being let in by a secret. AudiAbout That ShifterFor brand is on the rise, still reinventing itself in the long post-recall debacle and anodyne cars, it was risky. It was also the smartest choice possible. Which brings us back to the most striking detail in the entire package: the closed R8 shift lever, offered with only
a six-speed manual transmission. In the 21st century, the development and creation of closed manuals was a conscious and deeply strange choice. Italian cars, mainly Ferraris and Lamborghinis, have used similar installations for years. The design, which turns the car change model into a series of uncompromising slots, was designed to help drivers cope with sloppy gears in the heat of competition. The
result can be cantankerous and hard to use, but people loved it anyway. Italians have ditched closed shifts in the last decade as exotic car customers stopped buying a manual transmission. Gallardo was available with gates until 2013, when the car was discontinued. Neither Ferrari nor Lamborghini now offer one, selling only paddle-shifted machines. Audi engineers, in typical German fashion, made them
the most working closed shifter in history. They reimagined the concept to be slick and almost friction free, with none of the flaws. Unlike Italian cars, the lever did not touch the gate you saw. It just appeared, instead of using the hidden, lower gate as a point of wear to keep the top pretty. Even the lever clicking clack in the lower gates was optimized, just loud enough to be above the exhaust and the noise
of the road. Driving the car smoothly still took the skill- my first time in the R8 guide, I failed every shift by a mile, but when you finally got it right, you felt like you had won the world. The handle was a hefty knurled aluminum, a shift of gate gate Every temperature changed with the weather because it was a real, unforgiving metal. 911 gave you plastic and leather. Every time I touched the R8 lever, I wanted
to hug it. As the old R8 leaves and the new one arrives, I don't mourn the car itself. The 2016 model shown above is very similar to the first one. Like his peers, he won't have a manual gearbox, just a paddle-shifted automatic. This may or may not be part of the original thinking, because car executives are a conservative bunch and now have a legacy to be like-minded. There's speed metrics that need to be
met and something will be lost. I mourn the shifter, and what he encapsulates: a sense of chance being taken. It's a disgrace. The metrics are inherently ephemeral. Conservative is comfortable. If you really want to dent, chase different. Chase is a risk. Chase Ilsa and the closed shifter. You may fail, but remember that the story is usually overlooked by those who don't even try.1Post updated at 9:40 PST at
4/20/15 to correctly describe the capacity of the R8 trunk. In the list of endangered cars, cars with large engines and a manual transmission should be very close to the top. Five years ago you would have all but written such cars from history books, Italian brands have long ceased to offer anything but paddle-driven gear and the likes of McLaren have never had an opportunity in their ranges. Inevitably, the
focus shifts to those rare examples of Ferraris or Lamborghinis specced by stubborn customers with closed manuals, in all likelihood against all the boards of their dealers, fearing the return of said car to their forecourt. Now they will be hungry for the same, eager to mark it. Inevitably, the focus shifts to those rare examples of Ferraris or Lamborghinis specced by stubborn customers with closed manuals, in
all likelihood against all the boards of their dealers, fearing the return of said car to their forecourt. Now they will be hungry for the same, eager to mark it. What if you don't want to pay a fashion tax of this type? What if you just want a supercar with a manual transmission because you like to change gears yourself, not just because it's rarer than your mates' cars with their automatic transmission? There are
some deals to be had there so far. And for all the Vorsprung Durch Technik brand values it is perhaps amazing to find the latest of achievable big supercar engines with a manual transmission actually an Audi R8. It's a pretty pleasant surprise. The first-generation R8, in my opinion, is much nicer than the current one. When it started everyone was pretty surprised, and nice so. It had everything we liked
about the Audis. But the chassis and transmission seemed to have been signed by a very different team from those that install even conventional RS models. Suspension The elastic, steering feel was fabulous and the various rear-bias to quattro all-wheel drive gave it the handling of the world's balance from nose-heavy heavy and Avants. New faster, more advanced and everything else. But it's a slippery
slope. More Audi. I think the design of the first generation R8 is cleaner and cleaner too. And you can get it with guidance. A really good guide, with a stumpy little aluminum lever and exposed door shift that goes click-clack-click as you make your way around it. There's so little drama in how the new one delivers its incredible performance it's dangerous, at least in terms of your license. Being more involved,
having to make an informed choice about choosing gears, revs and legs make going (a little) slower a lot more fun. Especially when connected to a gloriously charismatic engine like the 5.2-liter V10. I was tempted to write about V8s, which at just over 40K are now temptingly close to affordable. And, I think, a solid place to put your money. But just over 60K you can have a V10, another 100hp and one of
the big engine notes. This one, in thin black with carbon 'blades', has just over 20,000 miles on the clock and for 62K. The handmade Porsche 911 GTS of the same vintage and mileage is knocking on 80K. This is one of the best modern 911s and safe investments. But the R8 is a proper mid-engined supercar, with a truly gorgeous engine at its core and a manual transmission with which to drive it. Given
that endangered species status, I think it would be a financially safe place to dial a few miles too. Don't mind the nice one. Words by Dan Trent, pictures courtesy of Pescara Cars. Car. audi r8 manual or automatic. audi r8 v10 automatic or manual. audi r8 v8 manual or auto
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